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Thanks to its know-how, combined with continuous  investments 
in research, training and technology, BioDue S.p.A. is one of the 
most innovative international players in the  sectors of 
dermocosmetics, medical devices and food  supplements.

For over 30 years we have been o�ering innovative 
solutions to improve quality of life by developing products 
for  health and wellness.

The plants and warehouses are owned by the company and cover an 
area of  around 20,000 square meters, located in an industrial area near 
Florence,  in the heart of Chianti.

Our factories manufacture 140 production 
lines with high standing standards of quality.

As evidence of our growing success, starting from May  20th  2015
BioDue S.p.A. is listed on Italian stock exchange in the AIM sector.



BioDue S.p.A. develops, manufactures and markets medical devices, skin cosmetics and 
food supplements (solid and liquid).  The Company is organized into two divisions:

Industrial division:
dedicated to manufacturing liquid and solid food supplements, cosmetics, 
medical devices and herbal products on behalf of third parties.

Brand division:
dedicated to manufacturing and marketing of dermatological and 
ophthalmic products, food supplements and herbal products, under the 
three di�erent Brands: Pharcos, BiOfta and Selerbe.

PHARCOS, the innovation
of specialized products for dermatology.

SELERBE, the avanguard
of phytotherapeutic tradition.

BIOFTA, high quality solutions
dedicated to ophthalmology.

Our Owner Brand division is streamed in 3 distinct business lines: 

Experience and evolution
                                improve quality of life.
        Innovation is how we invent the future.
              Evolution is the result we produce.



Our Contract Manufacturing division guarantees highly 
performing and competitive solutions, vertically integrating 
the entire production process: research,  development, 
selection of raw materials, choice of  packaging and every 
other customer support activity.



the latest generation dosing cap
or biphasic products. 

The presence of BioDue S.p.A.  on international markets is constantly 
growing with 145 brands and 13 patent, including the revolutionary

the latest generation dosing capthe latest generation dosing cap

- Italian Patent No. 1423797
- U.S.A. Patent No. 9,834,351
- Europe Patent with extension to Serbia and Montenegro No. 3142942
- China: Patent No. ZL201580025933.9 



Via A. Lorenzetti, 3/A - Loc. Sambuca Val di Pesa
50028  Barberino Tavarnelle (Firenze - Italy)
Tel.  +39 055 8071140

This is BioDue, your well-being is our objective
BioDue, the evolution of quality of life

info@biodue.com
www.biodue.com




